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1. Tackle: Tackling is attempting to win the ball from an opponent.  

2. Front Block Tackle: Two opposing players in an upright position both simultaneously 
attempt to play and win the ball. 

3. Sliding Tackle: An attempt by a player to disposes the opponent from the ball by 
sliding and kicking or pinning the ball. 

4. Full Volley: Kicking the ball while it is in the air before it bounces. 

5. Half Volley: Kicking the ball just as it begins to rise from a bounce 

6. Push Pass: Passing or sometimes shooting the ball with the inside of the foot (an 
accurate pass or shot for short distances).  

7. Defensive Header: “Clearing” the ball high and away from the player?s own goal. 

8. Diving Header or Spearing Header – Diving at the ball to head it. 

9. One touch: Playing the ball with only one touch. 

10. Goal-side: Positioning yourself between the opponent and your own goal. 

11. Ball-side: Positioning yourself between the ball and an opponent whom you are 
marking (guarding). 

12. Goal-side/Ball-side: Positioning yourself between both the ball and your goal and 
the ball and the opponent you are marking (guarding). 

13. Lofted ball: Kicking the ball in the air a considerable distance.  An instep loft kick is 
used for this. 

14. Chip shot: Kicking the ball in the air a short distance, often just over the head of an 
opponent (sometimes the goalkeeper) in front of you. The ball usually has back spin 
and is easily controlled in a short distance.   

15. Screening or Shielding: Protecting or “shielding” the ball from an opponent by 
keeping your body between the opponent and the ball. 

16. Take over: Possession of the ball is transferred from one teammate to another while 
crossing paths. 

17. Overlap: Overtaking a teammate by running forward past them and thus creating an 
option to receive a pass. 

18. Diagonal run: Making a run off the ball diagonal to the goal thus creating an option 
to receive a pass. 

19. Numbers up: A term used to describe the situation where one team has more 
players in the immediate vicinity of the ball than do the opponents. 

20. Dummy Run: Making a run to pull a marking defender away from space. 

21. Blind-side-run: Passing the ball to one side of a defender and then running to the 
opposite side of the defender for a potential return pass. 

22. Wall Pass: Using a teammate like a wall to “bounce” a pass off of and then run 
around an opponent to receive the ball back from the “wall”.  To be most successful, 
the teammate must return the pass immediately with only one “touch”. 




